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Episodes Producers Directors Writers Avengers Fast Five Plot Summary When the Avengers find that
an artifact called the Tesseract is hidden on the ocean floor, they drag the international treasure to
their headquarters. Arriving just in time to fend off a newly unleashed monster, the team is eager to
locate its creator. What they find is something even more shocking than what they were guarding:
the monster comes back to life, only to have the Avengers convince it to help them stop some real
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to an important or famous person who acts.. Stunt, or stuntwoman (Woman), the counterpart of

stuntman (Man). The term "stunt" refers to an action scene performed by a stuntman or an actress
(or a man and a woman, in the case of "stuntwomen"), while the term "stuntwoman" refers to an
actress.. The term also refers to a person in the film industry who is hired to associate with the

author of a film. The term is used most frequently in reference to a literary agent who assists the
author in selling his or her book or promoting the author's career.. - Sulu (Wikipdia) Sulu is the name

of a human character, and is also the name of a fictional species in the Star Trek universe.
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